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Abstract We explore the idea of supplementing partial

atomic charges with cumulative multipole moments for

modeling electrostatic effects during chemical reactions.

To this end, we investigate the first stage of alkaline

hydrolysis of O,O-dimethyl phosphorofluoridate and show

how changes in atomic moments provide a more detailed

description of charge redistribution during the reaction than

is possible using charges alone. Furthermore, the electro-

static potential on the solvent-excluded surface for this

reaction roughly converges at the quadrupolar level, with a

root-mean-square deviation of *1 kcal/mol compared to

the ab initio Hartree–Fock expectation value. We arrive at

similar conclusions for four other reactions, namely the

alkaline hydrolysis of demeton-S and phosalone, carbon

dioxide hydration, and hydrogen cyanide isomerization.

Employing multipole moments on atoms therefore appears

to be a feasible and compact way to derive catalytic fields

defining the optimal catalytic environment for chemical

reactions.
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Introduction

An accurate representation of molecular charge distribution

is important for modeling chemical reactions, especially

catalytic processes which are often dominated by electro-

static effects. The electron redistribution around reactants

defines catalytic fields which have been shown to be useful

indicators for de novo catalyst design [1, 2]. In general,

static catalytic fields are defined as molecular electrostatic

potential changes during reaction progress [1, 2].

Typically, the charge distribution is approximated by

assigning partial charges to atoms—atomic charges—

which are roughly proportional to the local electron density

and sum up to the net molecular charge. Atomic charges

can be calculated from a population analysis of an under-

lying orbital representation like Mulliken charges [3], or fit

to optimally reproduce a physical quantity such as the

electrostatic potential [4–6]. Each type has certain disad-

vantages; for example, Mulliken or alternative charges can

change with the basis set used, whereas fitted charges

suffer from overfitting and redundancies resulting in

unphysical values for buried atoms. Overall, it is useful to

remember that any such division is arbitrary since no

unique definition of an observable atomic charge exists.

Nevertheless, any useful definition will reflect the inherent

ionicity differences between atoms in a molecule [7].

During a chemical reaction, the anisotropy of a charge

distribution around atoms is exacerbated due to strained

electronic structure around breaking and forming bonds.

Atomic charges alone will generally not describe such

changes adequately. One way to improve this it to employ

atomic dipoles and higher moments to describe local

deviations from an isotropic distribution. Again, this can be

implemented as an extension of population analyses using

schemes such as distributed multipole analysis (DMA) [8]
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and cumulative atomic multipole moments (CAMM) [9,

10], or fitted along with atomic charges (monopoles) to a

surrounding electrostatic potential [11–13]. In the present

contribution, we look at the ability of atomic multipole

moments obtained using the CAMM scheme to reproduce

the molecular electrostatic potentials on the solvent-ex-

cluded surface around five reactions involving both neutral

and charged reactants.

Cumulative atomic multipole moments

The anisotropic properties of a molecular charge distribu-

tion can generally be described by molecular moments, and

such a description will suffice at large distances. Closer to

the molecule, this becomes harder to achieve and quickly

requires uncomfortably high moments in the multipole

expansion. However, given molecular orbitals built from

an atomic basis set, these molecular moments can be nat-

urally partitioned among atoms. One way to do so is to

divide each density element for two basis functions I and

J equally between the two atoms involved:
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where i spans all atoms, PIJ is an element of the density

matrix in which all off-diagonal elements are halved, and

Zi is the nuclear charge. So an atomic multipole moment of

rank klm can be defined as
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The Cartesian atomic moments defined in (2) are all

calculated relative to the same origin and therefore can be

directly summed into molecular moments that are also

centered at that origin. It is usually beneficial to move the

moments to their local atomic coordinate systems, which

can be done through coordinate substitution and an itera-

tive recombination of the moments as follows:

MCAMM
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These atomic moments centered on atoms have been called

cumulative atomic multipole moments or CAMMs [10] when

derived from the Mulliken population analysis, although it

can also be applied to moments based on any other atomic

charge definition as well as on any post-Hartree–Fock, ground

state or excited state density matrix. Besides being invariant

with respect to translation, cumulative atomic moments can

be easily rotated while centered on atoms.

Charge redistribution along a reaction path

We take a close look at how individual atomic moments

change during the first stage of the alkaline hydrolysis of

O,O-dimethyl phosphorofluoridate (DMPF). This reaction

step has been studied computationally in detail in the

context of the hydrolytic degradation of several

organophosphorus compounds [14], which are notable in

that they are susceptible to enzymatic detoxification per-

formed by phosphotriesterase. In general, basic hydrolysis

of DMPF follows multistep addition–elimination mecha-

nism, and the present analysis is limited to the first stage of

the ‘‘A‘‘ path in DMPF degradation. The latter starts with

nucleophilic attack of the hydroxyl ion on the phosphorus

atom of DMPF, leading to the first pentavalent intermediate

(designated by INT1 ! TS1a ! INT2a in Dyguda-Kaz-

imierowicz et al. [14]). This particular reaction pathway

features proton from the incoming hydroxide aligned with

the phosphoryl oxygen atom. Results presented here refer

to the geometries characterizing the corresponding reaction

path, as obtained from intrinsic reaction coordinate simu-

lation [14]. Accordingly, reaction coordinate ‘‘0‘‘ in Fig. 1

and subsequent plots corresponds to the transition state

(TS) structure. Electrostatic potentials and CAMMs were

calculated at the RHF/6-311??G(d,p) level using

GAMESS-US version 11 APR 2008 (R1) [15].

Besides the evolution of atomic moments, Fig. 1 shows

four measures of the ab initio molecular electrostatic

potential (MEP) on the Connolly surface, namely its

average, median, minimum, and maximum values (the

average value is approximately constant, in accordance

with Gauss’s law). The Connolly or solvent-excluded sur-

face [16, 17] was chosen as it represents a typical region in

space at which other molecules could interact. The probing

distance was set to the van der Waals radii according to

Pauling and Bondi (for carbon and fluorine), extended by

the radius of the water molecule (1.4 Å). Further details on

the implementation can be found in [18] and references

quoted therein. These quantities do not change in an

obviously concerted way, and the maximum or weakest

potential on the surface does not exhibit any significant

change at all. Meanwhile, the minimum or strongest

potential has its largest absolute value at reaction coordi-

nates of approximately -10 amu1=2Bohr, where the other
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measures remain constant. The fact that the minimum

(most negative) potential changes the most is not surpris-

ing, since the reactants are charged negatively, thus

emphasizing negative potentials, and these are the most

representative for monitoring charge redistribution during

the reaction.

Already from these crude characteristics of the MEP, it

is evident that the largest reorganization takes place before

and after the TS, the second region being just before a

reaction coordinate of ?5 amu1=2Bohr. The circumstances

in this second region are different, since along with a rise in

the minimum value, there is a visible dip in the median.

This means that the negative potential spreads on the sur-

face, which might be caused by a conformational change in

the reactants relative to the surface. This pattern is reflected

in the evolution of atomic charges (Fig. 1), where the

Fig. 1 Evolution of atomic

Mulliken charges and ab initio

molecular electrostatic potential

on the Connolly surface along

the reaction path of the first

stage of the alkaline hydrolysis

of DMPF

(INT1 ! TS1a ! INT2a).

Atomic charges are plotted

relative to their value at the first

step (left hand side), with the

embedded molecular structure

defining the names and

numbering of atoms used in the

legend. The upper plot shows

the corresponding evolution of

the average, median and

maximum values of molecular

electrostatic potential using the

same reaction coordinate
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largest changes also take place after the transition state, and

can be identified in the evolution of a number of atomic

moments (Fig. 2). The first region (around reaction coor-

dinate -10 amu1=2Bohr) involves local charge redistribu-

tion within the hydroxyl ion and nearby methyl groups

(electron transfer from C6 to H7). After that, redistribution

gradually intensifies with little variation in the minimum

value, and even the charge on the central phosphorus (P1)

changes by 0.1e before the transition state.

Much of the charge transfer takes place following the

TS, which can be read from the atomic charge evolution in

Fig. 1. After the transition state, the approaching oxygen

atom is 2.6 Å from the phosphorus situated between the

methyl groups, with H7–O14–H11 being roughly linear.

The O14 oxygen proceeds to give away almost 0.3e, and it

is not surprising that much of the charge donated by O14

ends up on the other oxygen atoms bonded to the phos-

phorus atom. However, the second largest change is found

for the H7 and H11 atoms (above 0.2e), a drop that returns

their charge to ‘‘standard‘‘ values, similar to the other

hydrogen atoms of the methyl groups. At first sight, it may

seem surprising that much of the charge redistribution

takes place after the transition state; nonetheless, this

agrees with energetic considerations. Since the transition

state is essentially a stationary point on the potential energy

surface, its derivative there with respect to the reaction

coordinates is zero and the energy should not change very

much in the vicinity. As the energy is a function of the

charge distribution, it follows the latter should also not

change significantly.

Mulliken charges and the associated CAMM atomic

moments are arbitrary and often strongly basis set depen-

dent [9], but the plotted changes in atomic charges illus-

trate the magnitude of charge redistribution and should be

less sensitive (Löwdin charges were compared in this case).

If anything, these changes pinpoint which atoms participate

in the reaction and in which direction the flow of charge

takes place. The same is true for atomic moments, some of

which are plotted in Fig. 2. They describe the finer effects

of charge redistribution, also within the bounds of indi-

vidual atoms. It is hard to draw any final conclusions from

them, but some general observations about the role of

certain atoms are possible. The largest dipole moments in

the system (O2, P1, C6) are all reinforced during the

reaction; however, their directions do not change signifi-

cantly. The direction of dipoles in the hydroxyl group

changes by about a right angle, which is expected when the

methyl groups stop interacting and the oxygen atom enters

the new bond. Surprisingly, the dipole moment on the

fluorine atom changes its direction by almost 180�, but its

magnitude is small so the reversal is not very meaningful.

For the higher moments, the central phosphorus atom

exhibits by far the largest values and most rapid changes,

which is understandable since the charge distribution

around its nucleus is the most anisotropic.

Convergence of moment-derived molecular
electrostatic potentials

Not all of the changes in atomic moments described in the

preceding section will have an effect on the surroundings,

especially the changes observed for many of the higher

atomic moments. This leads to the question of how the

moment-derived molecular potential converges when

increasing the rank L of the multipole expansion. For

example, the hexadecapole (denoted in Fig. 2 by Mð4Þ)
changes drastically after the transition state, while the dif-

ference in the multipole-derived electrostatic potential on the

Connolly surface between ranks L ¼ 3 and L ¼ 4 (Fig. 3) is

very small. Fortunately, the redistribution of molecular

charge density can also be monitored more directly through

the multipole expansion of any well-defined molecular

property, such as the MEP or electric fields. In their case, the

arbitrary character of a particular atomic charge definition is,

to a large degree, eliminated, yielding static or dynamic

catalytic fields [2] and aiding de novo catalyst design.

In addition to DMPF hydrolysis (Fig. 3), we consider

the convergence of the MEP for the alkaline hydrolysis of

phosalone and demeton-S, as well as HCN–HNC isomer-

ization and carbonic acid synthesis, with corresponding

results in Figs. 4, 5, 6 and 7. In all cases, the basic question

is how well atomic multipole-derived potentials describe

the molecular electrostatic potential around reactants and

how this representation converges with the expansion rank.

To this end, we show the root-mean-square deviation

(RMSD) of the MEP estimated from atomic multipole

expansions relative to the ab initio restricted Hartree–Fock

value on the Connolly surface, in the case of DMPF using

the same reaction coordinates as in Figs.1 and 2.

In the case of DMPF hydrolysis, using only atomic

charges (L ¼ 0) implies an error of around 5 kcal/mol, and

adding charge–dipole interactions (L ¼ 1) lowers this to

below 3 kcal/mol. Moments up to octupoles (L ¼ 3) are

needed in order to bring the deviation below 1 kcal/mol,

similar to the octupole-level convergence observed for the

transferable atom equivalent method [19]. However, the

lowest root-mean-square (RMS) that can be achieved on

the Connolly surface in this case is slightly below

0.7 kcal/mol. The average value on this surface, plotted in

Fig. 1, is about -70 kcal/mol, which means that the con-

verged expansion carries an error below 1 %. If the mul-

tipole expansion is in fact converged, then this value can be

interpreted as an estimate of the average value of
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Fig. 2 Evolution of atomic multipole (CAMM) moments along the reaction path of the first stage of the alkaline hydrolysis of DMPF,

INT1 ! TS1a ! INT2a, with the same path and atom definitions as in Fig. 1
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penetration effects at this distance. To compare, using

atomic charges implies an error of about 6 %. It should be

mentioned, however, that in this case the multipole

expansion starts to diverge for higher ranks, and we have

found that the RMS deviation consequently starts to

increase for L[ 9.

Fig. 3 Root-mean-square

deviation of the multipole-

derived electrostatic potential

compared to its ab initio value

on the Connolly surface along

the reaction path of the first

stage of the alkaline hydrolysis

of DMPF

Fig. 4 Root-mean-square

deviation of the multipole-

derived electrostatic potential

compared to its ab initio value

on the Connolly surface along

the reaction path of the alkaline

hydrolysis of demeton-S. Data

for atomic charges fitted to

electrostatic potential (ESP)

shown for comparison
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Presently, we look at alkaline hydrolysis of two other

organophosphorus compounds, i.e., demeton-S (Fig. 4) and

phosalone (Fig. 5). According to the recent study of the

mechanism of these reactions [20], certain conformation of

the incoming hydroxide is associated with a single-step

direct-displacement reaction pathway. The results dis-

cussed in what follows refer to the structures along intrinsic

reaction coordinate trajectory characterizing ‘‘B‘‘ paths of

demeton-S and phosalone hydrolysis, as described in ref.

[20]. As a reference, we also present RMSD values

obtained from charges fit to the electrostatic potential

according to the Merz–Singh–Kollman scheme [4] and we

will refer to these as ESP charges (obtained using key-

words MK or ESP in Gaussian 09 [21] at the RHF/6-

31?G(d) level; the same parameters were used to calculate

electrostatic potentials on the Connolly surface). Overall,

the results look similar to those for DMPF. However, a

comparison with ESP charges shows that the RMSD for the

electrostatic potential obtained from atomic moments

(CAMMs were calculated using GAMESS-US [15] at the

RHF/6-31?G(d) basis set level) rarely does a better job,

dropping below the reference only in the demeton reaction

and only after the transition state.

Finally, we turn to two reactions involving neutral

reactants, namely the second phase of the reaction of CO2

with water during which a CO double bond is formed

(Fig. 6) and the isomerisation of HCN to HNC (Fig. 7). In

both cases, the transition state geometry was obtained here

at the RHF/6-31G(d,p) level, and potentials and atomic

moments were generated using the 6-311??G(d,p) basis

set. Using only atomic charges (L ¼ 0) in these cases

implies an error up to 3 kcal/mol, and adding charge–

quadrupole interactions (L ¼ 2) lowers it significantly in

both cases to below 1 kcal/mol. Atomic moments up to

octupoles (L ¼ 3) are needed in order to bring the deviation

into the sub-millihartree range. The RMS deviation for this

reaction converges at higher multipole ranks to around

0.1 kcal/mol or 0.2 mH, and it appears to be stable up to

L ¼ 16.

It is important to emphasize that the decrease in RMSD

observed in the last two reaction is more than 20-fold.

Compared to the magnitude of the electrostatic potential,

which oscillates around 20 mH, this corresponds to

improving the deviation from 20 to 1 %. Again, using

octupoles (L = 3) generally brings the MEP estimated

from atomic moments close to the best approximation of

the exact potential that is possible—with an estimate of

1 % for the electrostatic penetration effect.

One may find it surprising that in one system atomic

multipoles reproduce the charge distribution more

Fig. 5 Root-mean-square

deviation of the multipole-

derived electrostatic potential

compared to its ab initio value

on the Connolly surface along

the reaction path of the alkaline

hydrolysis of phosalone. Data

for atomic charges fitted to

electrostatic potential (ESP)

shown for comparison
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accurately than in others. In other words, the question is

why are CAMMs so advantageous compared to ESP

charges in the case of HCN isomerisation and carbonic acid

synthesis, but not for the hydrolyses of demeton-S and

phosalone? One possible explanation is the total charges of

these systems. For neutral reactants, like HCN or CO2 ?

H2O, parts of electron density are considerably inho-

mogenous and thus difficult to describe by point charges. In

such cases, anisotropic features such as lone pairs may

have major contributions to total MEP, leading to high

RMSD values if higher multipoles are not included. If these

parts undergo significant reorganisation during the reac-

tion, which actually takes place, the deviation of MEP

should vary notably along the path. This is indeed observed

in the case of HCN ! HNC reaction (Fig. 7). On the other

hand, if a molecular system is charged, the Coulomb term

becomes dominant, and thus, other multipole moments

may be relatively negligible. Therefore, one may expect

that in charged complexes ESP charges will often be suf-

ficient, and this seems to be the case for the two SN2-like

reactions we consider (Figs. 4 and 5).

A logical way to improve the anisotropic capabilities of

an ESP charge model is to also fit atomic moments within

the same procedure, an approach that has recently gained

popularity [11–13]. Another potential problem with fitted

models is that many charges, especially for buried atoms,

become almost completely redundant with respect to the

target electrostatic potential, resulting in unphysical values.

This problem becomes only worse when multipole

moments are added to the mix, and one can imagine that it

will affect larger assemblies more drastically. If such

buried atoms happen to be close to the place where the

most interesting chemistry appears during a reaction, then

the description will ultimately not be appropriate. Jakobsen

and Jensen [12] have shown how to sidestep this issue by

systematically removing atomic charges moments that are

not necessary to reproduce the molecular electrostatic

potential.

Conclusions

Some of the most interesting questions to be asked about

bond formation and dissociation concern the changes that

take place in the electron distributions around atoms. Since

a representation in terms of multipole expanded atomic

moments can describe the distribution of charge around

molecules, it is natural to ask whether they can be used to

characterize the changes that occur during reactions. We

find this to be the case, based on cumulative atomic

Fig. 6 Root-mean-square

deviation of the multipole-

derived electrostatic potential

compared to its ab initio value

on the Connolly surface along

the reaction path of carbon

dioxide hydration
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multipole moments calculated for five chemical reaction

pathways. Changes in individual atomic moments provide

additional insight into the redistribution of electron charge

during reactions, although these changes can be difficult to

interpret outside the context of the multipole expansion. In

terms of the molecular electrostatic potential, we find that

atomic moments obtained with the CAMM scheme are able

to reproduce the ab initio potential on the excluded solvent

surface, and generally do so to within 1 kcal/mol when at

least quadrupole moments are included on atoms. There-

fore, atomic multipoles appear to be a compact and ver-

satile representation for charge distribution during

chemical reactions which can aid the robust theoretical

design of biocatalysts, especially within the catalytic field

technique that relies on the molecular electrostatic poten-

tial differences.
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